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rathore is a telugu language action and comedy film written and directed by s.s.rajamouli and
produced by dil raju. the film stars prabhas, sharman joshi, h. g. dattatreya, devi sri prasad, uday
kiran, and subbaraju. released on 4 september 2015, the film became a blockbuster and marked
s. rajamouli as the third time he wrote and directed a production with the same name. nu rukku

sithili (2016) is a telugu-language action film written and directed by s. s. rajamouli and produced
by dil raju. it stars prabhas in the title role with shraddha srinivas and rakul preet singh in the

leading roles. released on 7 march 2016, the film opened to positive reviews and became one of
the highest-grossing telugu films of all time. it marked s. rajamouli's 25th film as director. the film
was the longest run for the record of a movie in the telugu industry. it also marked the highest-

grossing telugu film for a while at the time. the film received many awards, including nine
national film awards, six filmfare awards south, and eight star screen awards. the film was

released on 9 april 2016 worldwide. after 46 days the film became the longest-running telugu film
in the history of cinema. the film also marks the first time that the actors themselves performed a

song in a movie. the song was written and composed by s. thaman. the song was featured on
youtube in a different language which was vada or tamil, a language which the characters in the

movie are supposed to speak, but was dubbed into telugu and hindi and was sung by several
popular telugu & hindi singers. the film also won the national film award for best feature film in

telugu, for the second time for prabhas. however, it was the first time it won the award for a
telugu film. in addition to the nfa, the film was also selected for the 44th international film festival

of india.
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